The PDF file includes: (available at advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/5/3/eaau7566/DC1) Movie S1 (.mp4 format). A representative HeLa/RFP-H2B cell bearing wild-type Plk1 was recorded from nuclear breakdown to cytokinesis by time-lapse microscopy. Movie S2 (.mp4 format). A representative HeLa/RFP-H2B cell bearing K209A mutant Plk1 was recorded from nuclear breakdown to cytokinesis by time-lapse microscopy.
Movie S3 (.mp4 format). A representative HeLa/RFP-H2B cell bearing K209M mutant Plk1 was recorded from nuclear breakdown to cytokinesis by time-lapse microscopy. Movie S4 (.mp4 format). A population of HeLa/RFP-H2B cells bearing K209M mutant Plk1 was recorded from nuclear breakdown to cytokinesis by time-lapse microscopy. 
